Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’.
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk’

Real Words

```
make a cake

bake
shake
flake
cake
```

Alien Words

```
da-te
flade
glate

plake
quade
jate
```
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

i-e

nice smile

spice
slice
nice
like

Alien Words

chipe
chine
sprile
vite
shike
flide
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

- bone
- alone
- home
- tone

Alien Words

- woke
- shome
- plode
- chote
- sprole
- blone
Phonics Homework

Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

u-e
huge brute

flute
cube
tube
cute

Alien Words

truke
spuge
pute
trute
vude
wule
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

her
over
never
after

Alien Words

versp
sninker
skern
hanter
therve
flern
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

aw
yawn at dawn

saw
yawn
law
crawl

Alien Words

zaw
fraw

traw
fawnt

plaw
staw
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>are</th>
<th>care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>care</td>
<td>share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dare</td>
<td>square</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alien Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sare</th>
<th>klare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jare</td>
<td>brare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slare</td>
<td>knare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

ur
nurse with a purse

coin
spoil
foil
boil

Alien Words

churese
hurn
shurp
purf
durn
plurse
Phonics Homework

Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

- crowd
- down
- howl
- town

Alien Words

- zown
- cowst
- downt
- smow
- clowse
- gownt
Phonics Homework

Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

ai
snail in the rain

paid
train
chain
drain

Alien Words

haid
lail
chaid
quaim
blaib
naith
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

- float
- toad
- throat
- toast

Alien Words

- foat
- boaf
- moach
- choam
- stoad
- pload
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

crew
newt
flew
screw

Alien Words

thew
dewt
stewt
snew
spewt
prewt
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words
fire
tire
wire
hire

Alien Words
jire
blire
bire
cliffe
cliffe
crire
crire
stire
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

ear
hear
near
tear

Alien Words

zear
eard
flear
crear
spearst
peard
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'.

Real Words

gure
sure
pure
cure

Alien Words

mure
ranure
chure
flure
plure
jure
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words:
whisk whisk
when
whisk
which
wheel

Alien Words:
whazz
whedz
whime
whalp
whape
whuck
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

phone
morph
phase
graph

take a photo

Alien Words

phip
chorph
phads
phile
scrath
phelks
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

**Real Words**

Knock knock

know
knot
knee
knight

**Alien Words**

knam
kneem
kniff

knoof
kneep
knoon
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

Real Words

ck
Tick tock clock

shock
duck
click
check

Alien Words

creck
vock
leck

jeck
zuck
prock
Phonics Homework

Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for 'special friends' and to 'Fred Talk'

**Real Words**

```
theme
eve
swede
these
```

**Alien Words**

```
plete
rese
fese
feme
gede
flebe
```
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

Paul the astronaut

au
haul
launch
fraud
taunt

Alien Words

baunt
smaud
fraul
skaul
plaunt
Phonics Homework

Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

Come to the rescue

ue

true

blue

clue

Alien Words

mue

mescue

plue

frue

snue

strue
Phonics Homework
Please practice saying the sound and reading the real and alien words. Ask your child to look for ‘special friends’ and to ‘Fred Talk’

Real Words

Tie
Pie
Tried
Spied

Alien Words

Zie
Kie
Clie
Grie
Jie
Rie